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McNeill Palm is a design firm specializing in sophisticated motorized, integrated, and manual window 

dressing and treatment for elegant homes on Florida’s Northwest Gulf Coast. Let us assist you from the 

inital window design process to installation.  As the Emerald Coast’s only Hunter Douglas Centurion 

Showroom, we can elevate your personal living, office, or commerical space.  

The McNeill Palm Process:  

Preparation: McNeill Palm will assist you from start to finish with the planning process.  

Our experienced designers and technicians will guarantee a smoothly completed project. 

If it is new construction or a current living space remodel we can project for space 

allowances, wiring, and ensure no detail is overlooked.  

 

Consultation: When choosing the perfect window treatment, it is ideal to consult a 

professional who can show you a complete range of window treatment offerings.  A visit 

to our showroom will allow you to touch and feel the fabrics to help make the perfect 

selection with the guidance our design consultant. 

Functionality:  The function of your drapery is first to consider. Would you like the 

curtains to provide privacy, room or noise darkening features? Would you prefer to 

highlight a breathtaking view?  Safety and durability may be a concern if you have small 

children.  From here, you can choose from our high-end materials that will be able to 

provide the features that will best serve the room.  Creating a comfortable and inviting 

environment is as important as design aesthetic.      

Vision for the Room:  We’ll guide you in choosing fabrics, textures, and colors that 

complement the design of your project.  With many design options it is best to narrow 

down your choices to fit the vision of the space.  Is the feel of the room traditional or 

contemporary?  Is the color palette airy and light or dramatic and dark?   

Design Details:  The details of the design will make your window treatment uniquely 

your own and add elegance to any space.  McNeill Palm offers the latest in trends and 

technology. We set the standard for window treatments for excellence in materials, style, 

and functionality.  

Installation:  Window treatment measurement and installation can be complicated. 

Avoid any costly errors by enlisting McNeill Palm’s professional technicians.  

 


